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Abstract: Many modern perception systems require human engineers to tune parameters in order to adapt to various environments and applications. This incurs a
large startup cost when deploying a robotic system by relying on human expertise
and ground truth instrumentation. To alleviate this, we propose a technique using empirical trials to automatically tune a perception system’s parameters on-site
without expert supervision. Our approach extends upon recent work on introspecting perception performance and uses Bayesian optimization to efficiently search
the parameter configuration space. We validate our technique by tuning the laser
and visual odometry systems of a physical ground robot in a variety of environments, achieving estimation errors competitive with baseline approaches that use
ground truth.
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Introduction

All sorts of robots are finding applications in all sorts of places: Airports, hospitals, nuclear reactors,
and even homes are just a few of the environments where robotic systems now operate, freeing their
human masters from the tedium of manual labor. The cost and effort that goes into deploying a
robot, however, is still considerable. One common source of startup costs is a robot’s perception
systems, which are usually tuned for a particular environment by a human expert aided by ground
truth instrumentation. We argue that this manually-laborious step must be streamlined for it to be
truly practical to deploy robots en masse, so our goal in this work is to develop a system that enables
robots to self-tune their perception systems on-site without expert human supervision.
We address two distinct challenges in on-site tuning: First, we assume that ground truth instrumentation is not available as part of our cost-saving goal. Human experts can bypass this limitation to
some degree by using their understanding of the system to evaluate performance, though the heuristic process by which experts reason is challenging to capture. Instead, we propose to use recent
work on introspecting current performance with empirical trials. Second, the number of perception
parameters that need to be tuned is often quite large: A typical stereo visual odometry algorith can
easily boast a dozen tunable parameters. Human experts navigate this high-dimensional configuration space with a combination of in-depth knowledge, heuristics, and intuition to minimize the
number of empirical trials that must be run. Here we utilize Bayesian optimization to methodically
and efficiently search for high-performing configurations.
Our contribution in this work is the proposal and demonstration of an approach for efficient automatic perception parameter tuning on-site through empirical trials without expert human supervision. We empirically validate our approach by tuning the laser odometry and visual odometry
systems on a ground robot in a variety of indoor environments. In these experiments, our approach
quickly identifies good odometry configurations, and performs competitively compared to baseline
approaches that use ground truth.
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Prior Work

There exists a vast body of literature that falls under the term “parameter tuning,” though the nature
of a “parameter” in these works and the applications themselves vary considerably. In our setting, we
consider parameters as a relatively low-dimensional specification of behavior for a complex system.
We cover here relevant works which are similar in concept or application to our work on perception
system tuning.
The idea of tuning perception parameters to match the task at hand can be traced back to active
perception and vision [1] [2]. These works, particularly in active vision, focus on geometric factors,
such as viewpoint selection, as opposed to data capture and processing parameters. Our work employs the “black box” optimization view used by more modern parameter tuning work, making it
more general across different systems.
The bulk of modern parameter tuning work can be found in the setting of control and learning for
dynamical systems, specifically for tuning parametric gaits to achieve robust and fast motion for
bipeds [3], quadrapeds [4] [5] [6], and snakes [7]. The dynamics of a particular gait depends heavily
on the local environment, making it challenging to model and predict performance. As such, most of
these works rely on empirical trials using the robot itself to measure performance, and then perform
a numerical search, e.g., evolutionary algorithms in [4] and [6], hill climbing in [5], and Bayesian
optimization in [7].
Also related are works tuning parameters of classical control algorithms. [8] demonstrate learning an
inverted mass balancing controller by optimizing LQR weights, which in turn produce a closed-loop
controller. Berkenkamp et al. [9] similarly optimize a quadrotor’s flight performance by applying a
conservative “safe” Bayesian optimization approach to tune controller gains.
There are a variety of aspects to parameter tuning that have been studied in prior works, which
while they are not directly relevant in our setting, are still worthy of mention. Bourki et al. [10]
consider tuning a Go-learning algorithm over a discretized configuration space, and show that a
uniform search approach can take advantage of parallelization, and in some instances, outperform a
model-based search. This is similar to many of the aforementioned works on gait tuning, such as that
by Kohl and Stone [5], where multiple robots were used to run tests in parallel. We assume in our
setting that we have only one robot, but could extend our approach using the techniques described
in [11] to parallelize the Bayesian optimization if there were multiple robots available.
In addition to parallelization, Snoek et al. [11] consider evaluation costs that may arise when tuning
hyperparameters of machine learning algorithms, i.e., training a small versus large neural network.
Kandasamy et al. [12] consider a related setting where the search algorithm can evaluate at varying
fidelities, or as described in their machine learning application, train on varying amounts of data. In
this work we use only a single empirical test to evaluate the performance of the perception system,
though our approach could be extended in the future to incorporate multiple tests of varying length
and thoroughness.
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Approach

We consider a setting where a perception system is deployed into a new environment and must selftune to minimize a user-specified perceptual loss as quickly as possible. To avoid requiring ground
truth, we use an approximation technique to estimate the expected loss from empirical trials. As
executing these trials is time-consuming, we use Bayesian optimization to efficiently search over the
space of parameters.
3.1

Formulation

Consider a perception system with a set of M parameters θi ∈ Θi , i = 1, . . . , M, that must be specified or “tuned”. We refer to a specification of all parameters as a configuration c = [θ1 , . . . , θM ],
QM
and the corresponding configuration space as C = i=1 Θi .
The tuning task is defined by an evaluation function ρ(·) that quantifies the performance of a configuration c according to a user-defined perceptual loss. In practice, evaluation is usually performed
by replaying recorded sensor data or executing the physical system to observe the perception system
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behavior. Evaluation is typically time-consuming, so we desire to tune with as few evaluations as
possible.
Were it possible, we would like to find the optimal configuration c∗ = arg maxc∈C E [ρ(c)] which
maximizes the expected performance. However, the complexity of the interaction between perception systems, their parameters, and system performance means that finding the true global optima is
impractical. Instead, our goal in tuning is to find a configuration that performs as closely to this optima as possible. In other words, we seek to minimize the simple regret, defined as the performance
gap between the global optima c∗ and the final returned configuration cf as ρ(c∗ ) − ρ(cf ).
3.2

Introspecting Perception Performance

Recently Hu and Kantor [13] introduced the approximate posterior estimate (APE) for introspecting perception performance without ground truth by using the estimator posterior distribution. For
mean-squared-error (MSE) loss and assuming a Gaussian latent distribution, the APE is simply the
trace of the posterior covariance, making it an intuitive and efficient alternative to ground truth.
3.2.1

Theory

Let ξ represent a set of data and fc (·) an estimator function that estimates latent quantity x̂ = fc (ξ)
from the data using parameters c. Then, given a loss function `(·, ·) that operates on pairs of true and
estimated latents, the expected loss L(c) over data ξ and states x for parameters c can be expressed
as:
L(c) = Ex,ξ [`(x, x̂)] = Ex,ξ [`(x, fc (ξ))]
(1)
In our tuning setting, ξ would be a sequence of sensor measurements, fc (·) would be the parametric
perception pipeline that processes those measurements to produce estimates, and c would be the
perception parameters we are interested in tuning. In practice the expression in Eq. 1 is typically
estimated empirically with samples:
L̂(c) =

N
1 X
r (xi , fc (ξi ))
N i=1

(2)

where ξi and xi denote data and latents sampled over independent executions on the robot. The difficulty in using Eq. 2 as a maximization objective for tuning is that it requires knowledge of the true
latents x. Obtaining this ground truth is often difficult or impractical outside controlled laboratory
environments. Alternatively, observe that Eq. 1 can be decomposed into nested expectations, one of
which can be exactly evaluated using the posterior distribution p(x|ξ) over the latent:
p(x, ξ) = p(ξ)p(x|ξ)
Ex,ξ [`(x, fc (ξ))] = Eξ Ex|ξ [`(x, fc (ξ))]

(3)
(4)

By approximating the outer expectation over data with samples and evaluating the inner expectation
using the posterior tracked by a Bayesian estimator, e.g. a Kalman filter or a particle filter, we arrive
at the approximate posterior estimate (APE) of the expected loss:
L(c) ≈
3.2.2

N
1 X
Êx|ξ [`(x, fc (ξi ))]
N i=1

(5)

Practical Considerations

In our state estimation experiments we follow [13] and use an adaptive Kalman filter (AKF) to track
the posterior p(x|ξ). The AKF estimates the odometry observation covariance online over a short
sliding window, as described in [14], allowing it to capture changes in observation noise arising from
environmental as well as configuration changes.
A key assumption of the AKF is that the observation noise is independently drawn. This captures
variance-type noise, but not bias-type noise that can arise when exploring the configuration space.
As an example, setting too loose of a stopping criteria for a registration algorithm such as ICP results
in significant biases; when aligning consecutive point clouds, the algorithm terminates prematurely,
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resulting in a continuous lagging effect that systematically underestimates the laser displacement.
In some instances, biases will be accompanied with increased variance, and so the poor quality of a
configuration will still be estimated serendipitiously.
Low variance bias, however, results in an overconfident APE that belies the true poor performance.
Thus, finding overconfident configurations is very useful for a perception engineer trying to minimize bias errors in a perception system. Practically speaking, however, we have found that the bulk
of bias errors can be eliminated by selecting appropriate search ranges for the parameters. In our
experiments, we heuristically set the parameter ranges with a few initial trials by looking for highly
overconfident configurations. We found that these search ranges generalized across environments in
our experiments.
3.3

Bayesian Optimization

Bayesian Optimization (BO) is a gradient-free sequential optimization technique that selects inputs
to query based on past query results. BO and its variants have seen success in applications where
querying the objective function is expensive, i.e. running an experiment on a robot [9] [7].
In our work we use the Gaussian Process Upper Confidence Bound (GP-UCB) algorithm [15].
Though GP-UCB is known to have good cumulative regret bounds if the true objective function is
appropriately representable (has low reproducing kernel Hilbert space norm), recently it has also
been shown to have good simple regret bounds for the commonly used squared exponential (SE)
and Matérn kernels [16].
The GP-UCB algorithm sequentially queries an objective function, selecting queries that maximize
the acquisition function φ(·) which balances between refinement of configurations with high predicted mean performance, and exploration of configurations with high prediction uncertainty:
p
φ(c) = fˆ(c) + βσ(c)
(6)
Here fˆ(c) is the predicted expected loss for configuration c represented by a Gaussian Process (GP),
σ(x) is the prediction standard deviation at input x, and β is a scheduled exploration weight. Further
details on our usage of the algorithm can be found in Sec. 4.3.
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Experiments and Results

We empirically validate our approach by tuning the odometry systems of a ground robot in a variety
of environments. Our goal is to show that we can find configurations which perform similarly to
those found by a baseline approach using ground truth.
4.1

Experimental Systems

We use a custom-built indoor ground robot with two onboard odometry systems, shown in Fig. 1
and described below:
Laser Odometry (LO): Two Hokuyo URG-04LX-UG01 planar laser rangefinders mounted on opposite corners of the robot produce scans at 10 Hz each, which are consecutively registered to a
keyframe scan with the Point Cloud Library1 implementation of the Iterative Closest Point (ICP)
algorithm.
Visual Odometry (VO): An IDS UI-3140CP USB 3.0 camera mounted inside the robot in a
downward-facing configuration with accompanying lighting captures frames at 400 Hz which are
registered to a keyframe with the ECC direct registration implementation in OpenCV2 .
These odometry systems produce 2D body velocity observations which are fused by an adaptive
Kalman filter (AKF) with angular velocity measurements from an onboard IMU. The AKF sliding
window parameters and transition covariance were both tuned heuristically before the experiments
to give good filtering performance on hand-tuned configurations for both odometry systems. For a
thorough description of the AKF, the reader is referred to [14].
1
2

http://www.pointclouds.org
http://www.opencv.org
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Table 1: System parameters and ranges considered for tuning. Units are specified when appropriate.
Parameter
Range
Parameter
Range
Laser Odometry
Visual Odometry
Log voxel filter size (log m)
[−2, 0]
Camera gain
[0, 100]
ICP max iterations
[10, 100]
Camera exposure time (ms)
[0, 3]
ICP max corresp. dist. (m)
[0, 1]
Image downsample scale
[0.25, 1.0]
ICP max solution error
[0.01, 1.0]
ECC pyramid depth
[0, 2]
ICP log objective epsilon
[−6, −3]
ECC max iterations
[10, 100]
ICP min inlier ratio
[0.5, 0.95]
ECC log objective epsilon
[−4, −2]
RANSAC iterations
[0, 100]
ECC log min correlation
[−3, −1.875]
RANSAC inlier dist. (m)
[0.1, 1.0]
Max keyframe movement
[0.05, 0.25]

(a) The lab environment.

(b) The tunnel environment.

(c) The office environment.

Figure 1: The ground robot and three test environments used in our experiments

In our experiments we run and tune each system separately. We heuristically selected 8 significant
numerical parameters for each system and normalize them to the ranges listed in Table 1. All
odometry software was run on an onboard Intel NUC computer with a Core i5 processor and can be
found on our Github3 .
Our validation ground truth system is a four camera Vicon Bonita motion capture setup4 . The
system provides pose data at 100 Hz, which we differentiate to produce ground truth body velocities
at 10 Hz. The ground truth velocities are then used with the AKF mean to compute the mean
squared error (MSE) ground truth reward signal, and as in [13] the AKF covariance trace is used to
compute an APE reward signal. For both MSE and APE we use unity weights to combine linear and
angular terms. In our experiments we use the log MSE and log APE as losses, allowing us to better
differentiate between ever smaller expected errors.
4.2

Test Environments

We tested in three different environments, as shown in Fig. 1. The lab environment has mediumgloss painted concrete floors, desks, and test equipment tripods. The tunnel environment has bare
concrete floors, and pipes and sandbags along the walls. The office environment has glossy linoleum
tile floors and multiple chairs and tables.
We mounted our ground truth system cameras along the upper walls and ceiling in the tunnel and
office environments so as to not alter the local geometry and affect the laser odometry. In the lab
environment, the camera tripods serve as part of the local environment.
4.3

Approaches Tested

We consider four tuning approaches in our experiments:
3
4

https://github.com/Humhu/argus
http://www.vicon.com
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Uniform Random on MSE (MSE-UR): As its names suggests, UR samples configurations uniformly randomly and evaluates a configuration based on the ground truth MSE. This approach tests
the general “hardness” for the tuning task and tests the benefit of using BO.
Uniform Random on APE (APE-UR): The same uniform random search as UR-MSE, but evaluates configurations based on the APE.
Bayesian Optimization on MSE (MSE-BO): A Bayesian optimization approach using the ground
truth MSE as the optimization objective. This approach provides an upper bound on achievable
performance.
Bayesian Optimization on APE (APE-BO): A Bayesian optimization approach using the introspected APE as the optimization objective.
Both BO approaches use the GPy5 implementation of a Gaussian Process model with an Matern kernel (ν = 1.5) with automatic relevance detection (ARD). Each optimization was initialized with 10
uniformly randomly sampled configurations, and model hyperparameters were fitted every 5 samples. We use the exploration rate schedule form given in [15], but as a function of the optimization
runtime t as β = αd log(γt), where d is the configuration space dimensionality. In our experiments
we used α = 0.5 and γ = 0.2 with t measured in seconds.
4.4

Evaluation Procedure

Our evaluation function ρ(·) executes a short open loop trajectory on the robot and returns the timeaveraged loss over the trajectory. More specifically, first the perception system parameters are set
to the values to be evaluated. We then wait one second to allow the AKF estimators to converge,
after which the robot executes the open-loop evaluation trajectory. Once the trajectory is complete,
the time-averaged loss over the trajectory is returned. Finally, to prepare for the next evaluation, the
robot uses a side-facing camera to servo to a starting pose relative to a vision fiducial.
In our experiments we used an open loop trajectory consisting of a forward and backward motion,
followed by left and right point turns. This trajectory succinctly tests both the linear and angular
tracking performance of the odometry systems, taking on average eight seconds per evaluation.
4.5

Data Collected

In our experiments we allocated a budget of 30 minutes of evaluations for each Bayesian optimization trial, or approximately 200 evaluations with a small amount of variance between trials due to
servoing and other variations. We ran 5 trials of APE-BO and 5 trials of MSE-BO for each system in
each environment, with the APE-BO and MSE-BO trials interleaved to minimize systematic effects.
Overall this gives us 30 BO trials amounting to 6, 000 evaluations.
In addition we collected 200 uniformly randomly selected configurations for each environment and
system to use for both the MSE-UR and APE-UR baselines, for a total of another 1, 200 evaluations.
In total our data consists of 7, 200 evaluations, or 21 hours of robot runtime.
4.6

Metrics

We show the loss of the best configuration found so far according to each approach for each environment in Fig. 2. That is, for MSE-BO we show the best seen MSE for any configuration so far,
while for APE-BO we show the MSE of the best seen APE. Instead of running multiple UR trials,
we use bootstrapped samplings of the full set of uniform random data to generate both the MSE-UR
and APE-UR results.
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Discussion

5.1

Effective Difficulty of Parameter Tuning

Since we do not know the true optima, we cannot compute the true simple regret in our experiments.
For the purposes of self-tuning in a new environment, however, and taking into account the quality
5
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Figure 2: Velocity estimate RMS loss of best-seen configuration for each search strategy versus
evaluation number. 200 evaluations is approximately 30 minutes of runtime. Max and min loss
across trials are shown for MSE-BO and APE-BO methods as shaded areas.
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of our sensors, we believe that the final RMS, on the order of 0.02 to 0.04, achieved in most of the
trials is acceptable. This is surprising considering that we only budgeted 200 samples to search the
8-dimensional configuration space.
It is also surprising to note that on Lab-VO, Tunnel-VO, Tunnel-LO, and Office-LO, MSE-UR
achieves within 2% of the final RMS compared to MSE-BO, and within 5% and 7% on Lab-LO and
Office-VO. This tells us that large volumes of the configuration space provide good performance,
possibly due to dependencies between parameters or certain parameters having minimal impact on
performance. For instance, the number of ICP RANSAC iterations may have little effect in the tunnel environment, which consists of mostly flat concrete walls. It may be possible to discover and
take advantage of this reduced dimensionality with techniques such as [17] or [18].
5.2

Importance of Refinement to APE-based Tuning

Our experiments show two different results with respect to using the APE versus the MSE for tuning.
APE-UR performs poorly, returning a configuration with 26% greater RMS than MSE-BO on LabVO in the worst case, or 7% greater RMS on Tunnel-LO in the best case.
In contrast, APE-BO performs well in many trials, achieving within 4% final RMS compared to
MSE-BO on Lab-LO, Office-VO, Office-LO, and Tunnel-VO. On Lab-VO, APE-BO achieves within
9% RMS, but on Tunnel-LO it performs poorly, achieving within 17% RMS. This suggests that while
the APE is only fair at evaluating a wide spread of configurations, it performs better at evaluating
good configurations which are actively sought out by Bayesian optimization. An instance of this
can be seen in Tunnel-VO, where the APE-BO loss increases at 100 evaluations in one trial due to
an evaluation with poor introspection becoming the current optima, but eventually is displaced by a
better configuration.
We note also that APE-BO converges significantly faster than MSE-BO on Tunnel-VO and OfficeVO. This may be due to MSE being unable to distinguish between configurations which “get lucky”
and achieve low loss through a few good observations, and those which produce a more consistent
stream of quality observations. This results in the search wasting time searching near these lucky, but
otherwise poor configurations. In contrast, the APE captures the high estimate uncertainty produced
by these configurations, giving a high estimated loss.
5.3

Failure Modes of APE and Bayesian Optimization

As previously mentioned, APE-BO performs comparatively poorly on Lab-VO and Tunnel-LO, but
the causes of these two failures may be different: On Lab-VO, APE-UR also performs poorly, giving
24% greater RMS than MSE-BO. This suggests that the AKF is overconfident in the Lab-VO setting,
resulting in low APE losses for configurations with high MSE. Possible causes of this are mentioned
in Sec. 3.2.2, and indicate that the filter or parameter ranges may need tuning.
On Tunnel-LO, however, APE-UR achieves 8% greater RMS than MSE-BO, which is considerably
less than the 17% of APE-BO in this setting. This suggests that incorrect introspection is not the
main cause of failure here, but may instead be a BO failure where the algorithm does not explore
aggressively enough. This can be mitigated by tuning the exploration rate schedule parameters or
using a larger evaluation budget.
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Conclusion

We have empirically demonstrated an approach to automatically tune the parameters of a robotic
perception system. By using recent work on introspecting perceptual performance, our approach
does away with conventional demands on expert human supervision and ground truth instrumentation, allowing automated tuning to be performed on-site instead of only in a lab or factory. This
allows highly local specialization instead of needing to rely on “one-size-fits-all” configurations.
More work is needed to propel automated perception tuning into the realm of full practicality. Primarily, the APE relies on the introspective power of the AKF to identify good configurations but,
bias-type errors that are not accompanied by variance can result in degraded tuning performance.
Detecting these errors or more powerful methods of introspection are needed to address this weakness.
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